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Abstract. The aim of this work is to implement a new process for the design and
production of orthopaedic devices to realize entirely by Additive Manufacturing
(AM). In particular, a generative algorithm for parametric modelling of flexible
structures to use in orthopaedic devices has been developed. The developed mod-
elling algorithm has been applied to a case study based on the design and produc-
tion of a customized elbow orthosis made by Selective Laser Sintering. The results
obtained have demonstrated that the developed algorithm overcomes many draw-
backs typical of traditional CAD modelling approaches. FEM simulations have
been also performed to validate the design of the orthosis. The new modelling
algorithm allows designers to model flexible structures with no deformations or
mismatches and to create parametric CAD models to use for the production of
orthopaedic devices through AM technologies.
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1 Introduction

AdditiveManufacturing (AM) is a constantly evolving technology andmany researchers
have explored its application in different fields, like engineering and medicine [1, 2].
In this last field, AM has been largely used for orthopaedic applications to produce
customised prostheses and orthoses [3, 4].

Customised orthoses can be better adapted to the patient’s body than prefabricated
devices, thus ensuring better performance [1, 2, 4] but, usually, they could have very
complex shapes. Therefore, for this kind of application, AM is the most suitable pro-
duction technology because it facilitates creating complex shapes with a large variety of
materials [5]. It also has lower costs than manual fabrication [6] and very good surface
finish, if the process parameters are suitably chosen [7, 8].

Moreover, in recent years the use of AM has been investigated to produce flexible
materials. The basic idea is to create a flexible 3D printed textile which could be used
to make, for example, clothing and accessories.
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The aimof thiswork is to implement a newprocess aimedat the design andproduction
of orthopaedic devices that are fully manufacturable by AM. For this purpose, a new
modelling approach based on generative algorithms and on the use of the Additively
Manufactured Textiles (AMT) technology [9] has been proposed. A test case, based on
the modelling and production of a customized elbow orthosis, has been developed.

2 AMT Flexible Structures

To improve the aesthetics of orthopaedic devices today, thanks to modern additive tech-
nologies, it is possible to use additivelymanufactured textiles to create flexible structures
[10] that also allow a better fit of the devices to patients.

Of course, additively manufactured textiles are very interesting and could be widely
used for different applications, but the lack of efficient approaches for their 3Dmodelling
limits their use. In this work, two different approaches have been used to model AMT
structures: in the first, a standard CAD software was used; in the second, a generative
algorithm [11, 12] was used. This second approach was developed to overcome the prob-
lems encountered during the CAD modelling of the AMT structures with conventional
software.

2.1 CAD Modelling of Flexible Structures by Commercial Software

To investigate a standard approach to model additively manufactured textiles, a test case
study related to the design and modelling of a customized elbow orthosis was developed
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. CAD model of the designed elbow orthosis.

The analysed elbow prosthesis was initially modelled using a classical reverse engi-
neering approach [13] and its structural partswere dimensioned using numericalmethods
[14].

The flexible structures of the orthosis were modelled using the commercial software
Rhinoceros. Initially, it was decided to create flexible structures consisting of networks
of rings. For this purpose, the Paneling Tools plug-in was used. The 3D basic module of
the network is shown in Fig. 2 (left). The structure created and adapted to the external
surface of a part of the orthosis is shown in Fig. 2 (right).
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Fig. 2. Basicmodule to repeat (Left) - CADmodel of the flexible structure by Rhinoceros (Right).

The modelling of the analysed flexible structure using this approach showed some
drawbacks mainly due to the deformations of the rings of the basic module after the
panelization on the surface. As shown in Fig. 3, in many cases, wide variations of the
diameter of the rings were detected. In some cases, a diameter reduction of around
40–50% was calculated. Moreover, there were also misalignments among the rings of
different modules (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Deformations and misalignments of the rings of the flexible structure using a commercial
software.

The above-mentioned modelling problems, besides representing a drawback from
the aesthetic point of view, could generate some problems during the manufacturing
phase and could affect the strength of the structure. This aspect was confirmed during
the realization of a prototype by AM. One of the two parts of the orthosis (Fig. 4), in
fact, reported defects due to the deformation of the rings, while the other part was not
fully made due to the too small thickness of the rings.

Fig. 4. STL model of flexible structure (on the left) and prototype (on the right).
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2.2 CAD Modelling of Flexible Structures by a New Approach

To overcome the drawbacks of the modelling of flexible structures with Rhinoceros, a
new modelling approach based on generative algorithms was proposed. The new algo-
rithm was developed using Grasshopper, a graphical algorithm editor that can be used as
a plug-in to Rhinoceros. The developed algorithm allows the creation of flexible struc-
tures made of different basic modules (for example rings) that are perfectly mapped onto
any surface with no deformation and/or misalignment. The algorithm consists of three
main features that allow the:

• 3D parametric modelling of a basic module;
• definition of a grid of points on a surface;
• paneling of the basic module on the surface.

The function blocks diagram of the developed algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Function blocks diagram in Grasshopper.

The developed algorithm was tested by modelling the same flexible structures pre-
viously created with the Rhinoceros software. Initially, the basic module was modelled.
A group of three connected rings (Fig. 6) was modelled. The relative positions of the
three rings were parameterized depending on the main input parameters, such as the
diameters of the toroid and the transversal circular section.

Fig. 6. Basic module (on the left) and block diagram of the 3D parametric modelling function
(on the right).

The developed modelling algorithm allowed the creation of a flexible structure
perfectly adapted to the surface of the orthosis (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Flexible structure modelled by the algorithm.

As can be seen in Fig. 8, there is no deformation,misalignment or interference among
the rings.

Fig. 8. Details of the flexible structure.

The final CAD model of the orthosis made through the new algorithm is shown in
Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. CAD model of the elbow orthosis.

3 FEM Analysis

FEM analyses have been performed to validate the design in terms of topology and
main dimensions of the structure. In fact, only the structural parts of the orthosis in PA
2200 have been analysed. In particular, the flexion and extension movements have been
simulated. A very high test load, equal to 150 N, has been imposed to the orthosis to
simulate extremely hard-working conditions. Figure 10 and 11 show Von Mises stress
maps during extension and flexionmovements. In all cases, it can be observed that all the
maximum values of the Von Mises stress are lower than the ultimate tensile stress of PA
2200 (≈48 MPa). Experimental tests will be useful for a better characterization of the
materials and validating the numerical models [15–17] in different working conditions.
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Fig. 10. Extension movement: Von Mises stress maps

Fig. 11. Flexion movement: Von Mises stress maps

4 Prototype Manufacturing by Additive Manufacturing

After the CAD model of the designed orthosis was completed, a prototype of the device
was produced in PA 2200 using an SLS 3D printer (EOS FORMIGA P100). PA 2200
is a fine white powder based on polyamide, used for the manufacture of products with
high surface quality and very good thermal and mechanical characteristics [5]. Figure 12
shows the prototype fromwhich it is possible to observe the good surface finish obtained
with this AM technology.

Fig. 12. Final prototype of the designed elbow orthosis.

5 Conclusions

In this work, a new process aimed at the design and production of orthopaedic devices
fully manufacturable by Additive Manufacturing has been implemented.

To better customise and improve the aesthetic appearance of an elbow orthosis, it
was decided to use AdditivelyManufactured Textiles technology. Initially, a commercial
CAD software was used to model the non-structural parts of the orthosis and its flexible
structures. This approach had some drawbacks mainly due to the deformations and
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misalignments of the AMT structures. To overcome these problems, a new modelling
approach based on generative algorithms was developed. The obtained results have
shown that this generative algorithm is a very good solution that allows the user to
create very complex flexible structures with no drawbacks typical of traditional CAD
modelling approaches. FEM analyses have been carried out considering the movements
of flexion and extension of the arm. Obtained results allowed to validate the design.
Subsequently, a functional prototype of the elbow orthosis has been realized by means
of the SLS technology. The results present innovative elements of originality in the
CAD modelling sector, which can contribute to solving problems related to modelling
for Additive Manufacturing in different application fields.
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